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LCPS HSAE Philosophy 

 

 The Loudoun County Public Schools’ High School Art Education Curriculum is a 

sequential, developing interaction between each student’s creative expressions and their 

appreciation for art. 

 

 Art is fundamental to the human experience.  It exalts and transforms the human 

spirit and is an essential expression and definition of our world and its cultures.  Art 

serves as the historical record of our existence and has become the technique by which 

our highest achievements are immortalized. 

 

 Art education is the doorway which nurtures creative possibilities and yields 

visual enrichment.  It provides opportunities for children to create, understand and 

appreciate art.  Art education serves as the catalyst in defining why are is fundamental to 

the human experience and by this exploration, stimulates cognitive processes which lead 

to the discovery of self. 

 

 The high school art education curriculum for Loudoun County Public Schools 

infuses art production, art history, art criticism and aesthetic critiques.  The high school 

art education curriculum provides maximum opportunity for each student to have hands-

on experiences in producing their art, enhanced by the integration of art history, art 

criticism and aesthetics. 

 

 In making art, art production allows each student to learn about the inherent 

qualities of the materials and techniques used for both expression and communication.  In 

making connections, art history allows each student to study the past to better understand 

how it affects the present.  In making decisions, art criticism allows each student to judge 

a work of art based on appropriate criteria.  And, in making comparisons, aesthetic 

critiques allow each student to consider the meaning of beauty and their emotional 

reaction to the art they see. 

 

 While students are engaged in creating, discussing and looking at art, while 

thinking and writing about art, their experience will be enhanced by specific skills, 

concepts and principles which are taught progressively as students advance through the 

high school art education program. 

 

 Art education classes will establish, reinforce and enhance a positive self-image in 

each student, while providing avenues and skills for self-expression and communication.  

Art education will encourage critical and creative problem-solving skills, as well as an 

empathy for historical and contemporary art work.  Art education will intensify 

perceptual awareness, through the involvement of all the senses, and allow for the 

integration of other curriculums, as art readily relates to all educational experiences. 
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 Student development in the high school art education program will be evaluated 

according to the Loudoun County Public School guidelines, encompassing the 

philosophy and goals of this high school education curriculum. 

 

 Art education, encouraging diversity, provides new and innovative approaches to 

problem solving and is the key to visual and cultural literacy.  As an inseparable 

component in the educational curriculum of Loudoun County Public Schools, art 

education is an important and often immeasurable element in student growth. 
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LCPS HSAE Student Assessment 
 

 

 The high school art education program of Loudoun County Public Schools is 

based on the belief that art education is an integral part of each student’s learning 

experience.  A quality education depends on the presence of a vital, energetic art 

education program.  Such a program is built around an important body of historical, 

conceptual and skills-related knowledge.  This student based program is designed to 

enhance the conceptual, aesthetic and cognitive development of each learner. 

 

 Assessment of student achievement in Art is designed to help students achieve 

goals, and to help the art educator individualize instruction, identify special needs, plan 

for instruction and communicate with parents/  Assessment takes many forms throughout 

the Loudoun County High School Art classes.  They include: rubrics, teacher check 

sheets, individual rating scales, anecdotal records, formal critiques role playing, art 

research, informal/process evaluations, and portfolios. 
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